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Graeme Moar’s train of double stack container cars passing under the recently installed bridge Photo: Glen Anthony 
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When I said that I wanted to buy 
a Live Steam Locomotive, Donna 
said ‘I want one too.’ 

So I brought a Roundhouse Billy 
Kit and Donna got an Accucraft 
Ruby Kit because she said ‘I 
want to build one too.’ 

After what seemed like a month 
(a week) they arrived. So we took 
over the dining room table and 
started to build our locos. Donna 
had never built anything before 
starting this hobby and in fact 
barely knew how to use a 
screwdriver. It took about 1 week 
and 4 hours to build Ruby, to be 

Donna’s New Locomotive 
Report and Photos: Murray Lee, Auckland 

On the floor opening the parcels 

The dining room table became the workbench 
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renamed ‘Connie” in memory of 
her mum (the week was waiting 
for a replacement steam chest as 
ours didn’t fit). 

We were extremely pleased when, 
after we fired Connie up for the 
first time she shot off in reverse 
like a scolded cat. Minor 
adjustments and she was happy to 
go forwards as well. After a 
running in period we will install 
the radio gear. 

PS. Billy went well too. 
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What?  It’s okay I’m not into text 
speak, in fact I insist on using full 
words and punctuation when I 
send text messages.  But I am 
happy with proper use of 
initialisation; and anyway a title 
“Wellington Garden Railway 
Group Hosted at the Hannah and 
Michelle Garden Railway” would 
be a bit of a mouthful! 

Drifting back on topic, in 
September we did host the 
WGRG at our families railway, 
the H&MGR, on one of those 
puzzling spring days which 
dawned fine, then switched off 
the enthusiasm with skiffy 
showers and a brief period of 
heavy rains before clearing late 
morning to be a perfect sunny day 

for running trains.  Our railway is 
approaching 8 years of operation 
and has provided countless hours 

of enjoyment, and I think many 
hours enjoyment to my friends 
and visitors.  I was pretty fussy 

WGRG Hosted at the H&MGR 
Report & Photos: John Robinson, Tawa 

John Robinson "Kaitaki", an Accucra  Leader with a scratch build body to give it an 
NZ feel, raising steam for it's first run with the new body. 

Chris Drowley's Climax working uphill while John Robinson's Climax rests in the sawmill siding at Kakariki 
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constructing the railway on a 
good roadbed of base course and 
sharp sand ballast, okay possibly 
fussy to the point of being 
pedantic, but I feel it has been 
rewarded with a railway that still 
runs reliably both for my own 
equipment and that of visitors. 

The H&MGR is a simple folded 
figure of 8, just under 50m of 
mainline with a minimum radius 
of 1.22m and a maximum grade 
of 1:50 with two small stations.  
Okay the maximum grade was 
1:50 when laid but at the uphill 
end of Nina’s Trestle the grade is 
steeper now thanks to the 
growing roots of an adjacent 
Silver Birch, something that 
needs attending to this summer.  
When constructed all our 
equipment was track powered but 
after discovering the ease of 
battery power and later the joys 
of live steam it’s only rarely now 
track power is used.  Thankfully 
though, with just a little work 

with and LGB track cleaning 
rubber and a damp sponge we 
were able to offer track power to 
Sunday’s visitors. 

Of course some schools of 
thought will tell you live steams 
and track power don’t mix.  Hmm 
we must have got it wrong then 
because we ran live steam and 
track power happily at the same 

time.  Also battery power and live 
steam, battery power and track 
power, etc. etc.  Though we did 
switch track power off while John 
Seward ran his Lady Anne as it 
doesn’t have insulated wheels.  
Other than that Robin Gunston’s 
LGB digital starter set steam 
outline loco and Phil Smith’s 
Bachmann Climax were quite 
happy running on DC track 
power concurrently with Chris 
Drowley’s Aster Frank S (live 
steam) and my Kaitaki (live 
steam).  Throw in a couple of 
other battery powered trains 
including two other Climaxes and 
it was a day of pleasure. 

Number wise Sunday was a bit 
down on the usual running day, 

thought the upside of that is I’m 
still eating some of Melinda and 
H&M’s baking, yum.  Sometimes 
I’m disappointed that more lads 
(and ladies) don’t make running 
days but as long as they make a 

John Robinson's Bush Jigger waits at Punga Cliffs to bring the bush crew home at the 
end of the day. 

John Seward's Lady Anne is raising steam while Robin Gunston's LGB loco has the 
main line through Kakariki. 
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few and enjoy the motivation the 
Garden Whistle provides then 
that’s okay.  Besides it’s all the 
more fun and running time for 
those of us that are there.   

Over the winter my main project 
had been to build a new body for 
my Accucraft Leader so it had a 
more colonial feel.  It is now 
known as Kaitaki and Sunday was 

the first run under steam in 
colonial guise.  Perhaps not the 
wisest thing to do with guests 
around, a partly blocked gas 
burner causing a bit of initial 
frustration.  I was pretty happy 
though with the overall look of the 
project and the kind words from 
the lads prove the sort of 
encouragement you get from 
running days.  With the burner 
cleared a second run was much 
better and on Monday a 
subsequent steaming gave a 
satisfying 30 minutes run, a 
similar run time to before the 
rebuild so I was relieved I hadn’t 
stuffed things up. 

Sorry this has been a bit of a 
rambling report but it’s hard to 
comment on you own running day, 
I keep thinking of the things I’d 

John Seward's Lady Anne with a good head of stream has no problem with the grade 
up over Nina's Trestle.  Roots from adjacent Silver Birch have grown somewhat over 
the 7 years the trestle has been in place.  Beginning this summer some engineering is 

required to ease the grade back to the original   1:50. 

Robin Gunston's train coasting downhill framed by Nina's Trestle 
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planned to have ready and I 
didn’t.  Either the lads were too 
polite or they really did enjoy the 

day, as it was around 5:30pm 
when the last left.  Hannah, 
Michelle and I did keep trains 

running till after 6:30pm though; 
we didn’t want the fun to end. 

One of the last trains of the day catches the late afternoon spring sun on Nina's Trestle.  Chris Drowley's Aster Frank S. 

Doesn't get much better than this, a man and his train in steam, mates in the background sharing the pleasure.  John Seward and his 
Lady Anne. 
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Daffodil Day this year was 
overcast and a bit breezy, and was 
pleasantly warm – just a nice 
spring day.   

We weren’t sure whether it would 
rain, so we left our aluminium-on-
wood display track in storage and 
brought out the “brass”. As many 
of us are rebuilding our layouts at 
the moment we have accumulated 
a lot of brass track that has not 
been installed yet; it was 
encouraging to find that between 
us we were able to find a couple of 
boxes of curved track, more than 
half a dozen turnouts, and plenty 
of straights. This was enough to 
build up two good-sized loops 
with sidings and gave us a good 
running configuration. 

Dean brought along a bunch of 
road marking cones and with a bit 
of rope zip-tied to the top of them 
we had an effective crowd control 
barrier. 

To set the scene we 
had a bunch of 
houses and a 
station set up on 
the inner loop and 
this gave a nice 
country village 
atmosphere to the 
display.  Quite 
appropriate for 
Carterton really. 

So we had the 
setup sorted, and 

we also had a good venue.  This 
year we were back at our usual 
Daffodil Day display location, in 
the car park behind the Carterton 
railway station. 

By eight o’clock we had our setup 
area cordoned off to stop people 
trying to park in our spot.  It was 
not long before most of our team 
had arrived, the track was 

assembled, and we had our locos 
up and running. 

There was a good crowd of people 
in town again this year to enjoy 
the festivities, and by mid-
morning the word was getting out 
that we had a model train display 
at the station. 

One of the features of Daffodil day 
is the steam train excursions that 

DAFFODIL DAY TRAINS AT THE CARTERTON RAILWAY STATION. 
Report and photos: Warren Stringer, Carterton 

Dean, Joan, Charlie, Lee and Murray hard at work setting up the display. 

Entertaining the crowd in the Carterton Railway station car park. 
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are run during the day.  Many 
people come into town on the 
train which leaves from 
Wellington. This draws many 
people to the station at Carterton 
both to see the train, and to take 
short excursion rides up to 
Masterton and back. 

And there you have it.  Now you 
know our cunning plan.   With all 
those people coming and going 
from the train we have a ready 
audience.  And of course most of 
the folks there have an interest in 
trains, so they also enjoy 
watching our display as well. 

Murray and Dean had their goods 
trains on display.  Murray’s 
Mallett with a good rake of ore 
trucks , and Dean’s class 66 
diesel with a healthy rake of 
container wagons got plenty of 
work. Dean recently imported a 
rake of ore wagons for his Pacific 
steam loco, and also had this 
working for much of the day. 

Lloyd had his Isle of Man diesel 
with passenger coach purring 
along nicely. 

Lee had the diesel switcher 
working most of the day on the 
inner track.. 

Joan again had the ever-popular 
Thomas and Percy chugging 
along, much to the great 
excitement of the littlies in the 
crowd. 

And with more trains running 
from the rest of us there was 
plenty there for the crowd to see. 

Thomas entertains the toddlers. 

Lee’s switcher with an interesting cargo on board. 

Joan, Murray and Dean enjoying the afternoon sun. 
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New 600mm long plate girder bridge for the Wilson Valley Railroad.   

Made from aluminium, sections from Ulrich Aluminium.  It has been made extra wide to accommodate  a 
slight curve in the track.   

Note. Some of the aluminium sections have been ripped down to size. Angle sections have been cut on the 
band saw with a 3TPI blade.  Make sure you use full face goggles as aluminium chips can get hot and air-
borne. 

Another Bridge from Dennis Lindsay 
Report & Photos: Dennis Lindsay, Lincoln 
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National Garden Railway Convention 2014 Registration 
Notes. 

February 15 & 16 2014 
 

Saturday 15th February 2014: 
 Registration Opens at 8 am at 55 Titoki Street Masterton 
 Visits to Masterton Garden Railway Layouts in morning. 
 Lunch in Masterton where you will be able to run your own trains. 
 Visit layout(s) in Carterton Afternoon Tea 
 Seminars and Dinner 
 Carterton Memorial Club, 35 – 77 Broadway, Carterton 
 
Sunday 16th February 2014: 
 Start in Carterton early as we have a lot to see. 
 Visit Carterton Garden Railways Layouts 
 Lunch and run your own trains 
 Travel to Featherston and visit last Garden Railway 
 3- 4 pm. Finish up for afternoon tea at the Fell Museum. 
 

Morning and afternoon teas will be provided both days. 
 

What’s on? 
This convention will be a Layout centric.  There will still be a formal seminar session on Saturday afternoon 
and more informal seminars at some of the layouts. 
 
The Wairarapa has nearly universally adopted Crest Revolution as the main control method or at least as an 
addition to another method. In addition due to the need for Live Steam locomotives to drive servos alternative 
Radio control methods are used by our friends from the Wellington Group. 
For this reason we have a lot of experience with these methods of radio control. Therefore there will be 
seminars on Radio Control covering Crest Revolution, add on’s and the alternatives.  
Two Radio Engineers will present material on various systems and explain why some are not suitable in New 
Zealand. They will be available to answer all your tricky questions. 
 
Some of the informal seminars will cover but not limited too Coal fired Locomotives (to be confirmed), air 
operated points, concrete molded track bed, Gardens and Railways, molded concrete buildings and much 
more. 

Transport 
For those not bringing their own cars transport will be available to and from the railway station or bus depot 
and to the convention on both days. Please advise requirements on Registration form. 
This document will be up dated with detail when presenters are confirmed.  

Registration Form attached after Page 
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Ann and I decided that rather than 
having an early lunch and rushing 
out to Kabita’s for the Running Day, 
we would take a picnic lunch and 
have it there.  Lyn and Alf thought it 
a great idea so after morning tea 
with them we loaded trains and 
picnic baskets into the car and  
headed for Motukarara.  It was 
raining, so what? 

We arrived  shortly after 11:30, 
much to the surprise of Kabita and 
David.  We got out our picnic things 
and sat at the dining room table, 
where we were shortly joined by a 
number of other members.  Kabita 
offered soup and bread and this was 
taken up by a number of the early 
comers. 

Rain had really set in by 1:00pm and 
as others arrived, around 20 in all, 
we sat around discussing the 
weather, the America’s Cup, the 
weather and railways. 

Around 2:00pm the rain had almost 
stopped and the first train was set up 
and running to be shortly joined by 
two other battery operated trains.  

After these had a had a good run, 
Graeme Moar set out his double 
headed train of double stack 
container cars and this was run on 
track power. 

Graeme Wood had made a track 
cleaner for Kabita and was soon out 
cleaning the track. It did a  good job 
too. 

We retired inside for afternoon tea 

and after, again ran trains, with the 
last of us leaving after 4:30pm. 

Was it worth the trip in the rain?  
Yes, we all had a great afternoon, 
good friendly company and 
companionship.  Many thanks to 
Kabita and David for hosting the 
day.  

CGRS Running Day at Motukarara 
Ian Galbraith, Rangiora  

Alf Large’s 0-4-0 tank loco and train cross the newly installed King Truss Bridge. 
 Photo: Ian C Galbraith 

Glen Anthony’s NZR “C” class loco and train.  Photo: Ian C Galbraith 
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Alf Large, Graeme Moar, Graeme Wood, John Lammiman, Albi Whale, Andrew Wilson and a visitor watch the trains.   
 Photo: Ian C Galbraith 

Both Ian Galbraith’s Mack and Glen Anthony’s “C” drift downgrade with their respective trains.   
 Photo: Ian C Galbraith 
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The Saloon with some of the figures Kabita Whale has been making. Photo: Glen Anthony 
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Examples of  some of the figures Kabita Whale has been practicing with Photo: Glen Anthony 

The Mack and train cross the King Truss Bridge Photo: Ian Galbraith 
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October 12‐13 2013 Model Railway Exhibi on, The Pavilion, Hamilton Gardens Hamilton 
October19‐20 2013 Rail 150 Christchurch Big Model Train Show 
November 7‐10 2013  29th Pokaka Cultural Convoca on 
November 23‐24 2013 Railex. Hor cultural Hall,32 Laing's Rd, Lower Hu  
February 15‐16 2014 Na onal Garden Railway Conven on, Wairarapa 
April 18‐21 2014 NZAMRC Conven on, Hamilton 
May 4‐10 2014 Na onal Garden Railway Conven on, Tampa, Florida 
May 30‐1 June 2015  AMRA Conven on Auckland, North Shore 
2015 Na onal Garden Railway Conven on, Denver, Colorado 

Coming Events 

That bridge again, this time being crossed by Glen Anthony’s NZR “C” class loco and train Photo: Ian Galbraith 
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QUAYLERAIL 
Quality 45 mm gauge brass track for indoor or outdoor use.  Code 332 rail compatible with all overseas tracks 

Now available in 5ft (1.5m) lengths, comprising 2 lengths of rail, plastic sleepers with two rail joiners, for on-
ly $50.00, plus postage, at cost. Track is in “Kit form”.  

Why pay $80.00 or more for imported track when you can purchase locally. Postage is the most cost efficient 
method to send the track.  3m lengths also available, but need to be shipped by truck. 

North Island orders will be despatched from Auckland. 

Contact:  Graeme Quayle Phone 09 416 7600 gray.quayle@xtra.co.nz 

South Island orders will be despatched from Rangiora. 

Contact:  Ian C Galbraith Phone 03 551 2142 cfgrms@culcreuchfold.org.nz  

Graeme Moar’s train of double stack container cars drifting down grade Photo: Glen Anthony 
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Club Events and Contacts  
Auckland:  

Saturday 12 October 2013 or Sunday 13 2013 if Saturday is wet; visiting the Waikato group at Grant and 
Donna Alexander at Cambridge and later a visit to Andy Whyman’s  workshop at Matangi. Starting 11.00 
please check with Grant 07 823-0059 if weather is doubtful 

 
Club  Contact: Auckland G Scale Society Inc 
C/- Michael Hilliar, 22 Halver Road, Manurewa, Auckland 2102. Ph 09 266-4745  
email: mhilliar@orcon.net.nz  

Waikato:  
Saturday 5 October 2013, David Petchey, 11 O'Neill Street, Hamilton  8556479 
Club Contact: GROW: Garden Railway Operators of Waikato!  
Grant Alexander, PO Box 1172, Cambridge. Ph 07 823-0059. gscale@clear.net.nz  

Wairarapa:  
Sunday 20 October 2013, Jenny & Selwyn Taylor, 354 Manaia Road, Masterton Start at 1:30pm 

Club Contact: Wairarapa Garden Railway Group.  
C/- Lloyd Dickens, 55 Titoki Street, Masterton.  Ph 06 370 3790.  
 

Wellington:  
Sunday 13th October 2013 at Brain Cashmore, Linden from 1:30pm. 

Club Contact: Wellington Garden Railway Group  
C/- John Robinson, PO Box 56039, Tawa, Wellington 5249 Ph 0274 427 160 jjdmcm.robinson@xtra.co.nz 
 

Christchurch:  
 

Big Model Train Show 19 & 20 October 2013. Club helping to run Karl Arnesen’s layout. Email Karl: 
kanda@paradise.net.nz to let him know if you are able to help.   
Sunday  27 October 2013 Ross Fraser, 42 Williams Street, Kaiapoi 1:00pm 
Sunday 24 November 2013, Ian & Ann Galbraith, 3 Church Street, Rangiora.  From 10:00am onwards 
 
Club Contact: Christchurch Garden Railway Society P.O. Box 7145, Christchurch 8240  
Chairperson: Don Ellis. Email: don@computercables.co.nz 

The Garden Whistle is published monthly by the Christchurch Garden Railway Society and features 
news from various G scale clubs in New Zealand.  

Each club is a separate identity and the contact details can be found above.  
Contributions of articles and/or photos are always welcome. Photos should be sent as separate jpg 

attachments.  
Editor: Ian c Galbraith, 3 Church Street, RANGIORA 7400.  

Email: GW@culcreuchfold.org.nz  



National Garden Railway Convention 
Wairarapa 

15/16 February 2014 
Official Registration Form 

 
Name…………………………………………………………………………………… 
Partners Name …………………………………………………………………………. 
Address ………………………………………………………………………………… 
………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
Phone ……………………………………….. Mobile………………………….. 
Email …………………………………………………………………………………... 
 
The full Registration fee covers the cost of morning tea, lunch and afternoon tea on both Saturday and Sun-
day, the Saturday night Dinner and entrance into the Fell Museum on Sunday afternoon. 
The Dinner on Saturday night is also available to partners and spouses. 
A Wairarapa Garden Railway Polo Shirt will be available on order with your registration. 
The Shirts must be ordered before 20 January 2014 to allow time for manufacture. 
 
All registrations paid in full are required by 8th of February 2014. 
 
Preferred name on tag ………………………………………………… 
 
Preferred name on tag (spouse) ………………………………………... 
 
Full Registration $80   (includes dinner) No Attending …………. $............  
 
Saturday Dinner only $35.00   No Attending …………. $............ 
 
Wairarapa Polo Shirt $45.00 
Shirt No Required ……….  Sizes …………………………… $............ 
 
         Total: $............ 
 
I need transport from (in Wairarapa) ………………………………………………… 
 
    when ………………………………………………… 
 
Please make cheques payable to “Lloyd Dickens Garden Rail” 
Internet banking payments to BNZ account: 02 0520 0171110 097 put your name in the reference field. 
Post forms and cheques to 55 Titoki Street, Masterton 5810 or  
Email: lloyd.dickens@wise.net.nz 


